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RECOGNITION OF THE CONTINUOUS-SPEECH RUSSIAN
PHRASES USING THEIR VOICELESS FRAGMENTS
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Abstract The author’s a priori speech segmentation is applied for recorded signal as the
basis to single out its voiceless fragments with increased reliability. We propose a continuous-
speech recognition method by words partial lists generation from our full vocabulary using
the number of their voiceless fragments. The appropriate parts of the signal are recognized in
these dictionaries by evaluation of DTW-distance to the word patterns which are synthesized
from diphone patterns. Experiments were performed on vocabularies with several hundreds
of nouns and adjectives of highest frequency, recorded by the Russian language frequency
dictionary. In these experiments, the correct recognition was over 90%.
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1 Introduction

The list of recent works on continuous speech recognition is in [1-7]. When dealing
with large and overlarge vocabularies, we are to use the initial recognition engine for
the appropriate vocabulary of quasi-word stems described in article [8] for separately
spoken words. However, in this article we describe the continuous speech recognition
algorithm assuming that the work is carried out with inflected words from the start.

2 Method description

The proposed algorithm is based on the authors’ segmentation method which consists
of the automatic splitting the signal into sections corresponding to individual Russian
speech sounds, classifying them simultaneously within the broad phonetic classification
(W - vowel, C - voiced consonant, F - voiceless fricative, P - voiceless plosive sound).
The segmentation tool uses a numerical analog of the total variation, calculated as a
consecutive order for segments of 256 samples:

V =
254∑
i=0

|xi+1 − xi|

(For the segmentation algorithms, see for example [9, 10]). Note that possible seg-
mentation errors have little effect on the accuracy of isolated word recognition because
there is a signal matching the whole-word patterns which are synthesized from diphone
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patterns. Possible segmentation errors are more essential difficulties for continuous
speech recognition. Note that the segmentation problems have been discussed recently
in [11-18].

Further on we use the principle of minimum DTW-distance, stated in [19].
Since the speech signal under consideration is automatically divided into segments

corresponding to individual sounds in the segmenting process, the boundaries between
the words are to be searched for among a finite set of intersound markers.

In the course of recognizing a segment from the beginning to its first marker, and
then on to the second marker, etc., a sequence of hypotheses obtains for the first spoken
word. Then a list of hypothetical words indicating a DTW-distance to each of them
obtains.

The Minimum principle is this: It appears that for vocabularies with absence of
the inflected forms a hypothesis corresponding to the true first word (and its true
corresponding segment from the beginning) has a DTW-distance, close to the minimal.

The meaning of the Principle is obvious if we recall that the DTW algorithm aims
at minimizing the distance between the spoken word and the pattern of the same word.
The remaining words from the resulting list actually did not sound which makes an
idea of a longer distance between them and their respective patterns, look natural.

The absence of the inflected forms means the following. The vocabulary must
not contain word pairs such that the transcription of one word is derived from the
transcription of the other by adding symbols. Otherwise, while uttering a longer word
the DTW distance to the word with shorter transcription may be smaller.

It is clear that to recognize the second word in the phrase we must apply the method
described above to the portion of the signal beginning from the end of the first word
up to the end of the speech segment, etc.

Obviously, the recognition will benefit greatly in the quality and speed if the prop-
erties of the recorded signal, which allow prior limiting the recognition vocabulary at
each stage are employed. This property could be a number of segmentation bits, com-
pared to the number of word transcription symbols, i.e. a check of the length. However
possible segmentation errors make a weak point of this procedure. Yet errors of this
type are extremely rare in allocating the voiceless fragments (i.e, voiceless plosives and
fricatives) in a speech signal. Therefore, the latter fragments will be further relied on.

We shall start our discussion with the case of non-voicing voiceless sounds in the
phrase, compared to the way they are pronounced in separately spoken words. For
each word from the recognition vocabulary we can determine the number of voiceless
fragments using automatic transcription. All words containing n voiceless fragments
are to be put into file n.txt. So, we have files

0.txt, 1.txt, ..., N.txt (1)

the corresponding vocabularies with the same names.
Let us assume that the recognition signal is not beginning with voiceless fragment.

If the first word of the phrase does not contain voiceless fragments at all, it must be
recognized in the vocabulary 0.txt, and it should be done in the interval from the start
of the signal up to its first voiceless fragment, because our assumption is that the latter
does not belong to the first word. It should be done by increasing the detection interval
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from the beginning to the first segmentation marker, then from the beginning to the
second marker, and so on, until the left boundary of the first voiceless fragment is
reached.

Similarly, assuming that the first word contains one voiceless fragment we are look-
ing for it in the 1.txt vocabulary, sequentially adding to the recognition interval, begin-
ning the signal, the segmentation sections until the beginning of the second voiceless
fragment is reached. And so on. The result list of all these recognitions is formed,
indicating DTW-distances to them. From this list the row with the minimal DTW-
distance is selected. This completes the first cycle of recognition. Its result is the
recognition of the first word and the place where it ends. We shall call this algorithm
"algorithm C". Next, then, from this place the second word of the phrase is recognized
and its end defined, and so on. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the first word recognition of
the phrase "syplet cherjomuha snegom".

Figure 1: Recording visualization of the phrase "syplet cherjomuha snegom".

It is clear that recognition must start from vocabulary 1.txt, if recognition signal
starts with an voiceless fragment. Note that in case of the voiceless plosive acting as
the first sound, it does not stand out as a separate segment. Thus, for example, the
Russian word "pogoda" gets into 0.txt vocabulary.

Let us introduce a qualification.
Suppose that recognition is conducted in the N-1.txt vocabulary. If an voiceless

N-fragment has segmentation PFP, it is necessarily additionally recognize a portion of
the signal from the beginning mark to the end of the first segment P in this voiceless
fragment and a portion of the signal from the beginning mark to the end of the PF (in
order to include the case when the first word is finished with a P-segment and the next
word begins with a FP-fragment ore the first word is finished with a PF-fragment and
the next word begins with a F-segment. We do similarly if voiceless N-fragment has
segmentation FF, FP or PF.

It must also be noted that a word beginning with a voiceless plosive is to be searched
for after the P-segment.

If a word ends with a vowel and the next one also begins with a vowel, a short
pause may occur in their smooth enunciation naturally, reflected in the speech signal.
Obviously, neither a pause of this type nor the appearance of excessive voiceless P-
fragments will change the recognition algorithm and its result.

If a word from the n.txt vocabulary ends with a voiceless sound, and the next
word begins with one of the sounds of the B, G, D, Z, ZH group, the voiceless sound
mentioned above is voiced in continuous speech. Therefore, the vocabulary n-1, V.txt
should be added to the vocabulary n.txt. It contains the same words, transcribed with
the help of a modified transcriptor, replacing the voiceless sounds at the end of words
with their paired voiced sounds: P - B, T - D, and so on. The quantity of voiceless
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Figure 2: Dialog window with hypotheses list and recognized text.

fragments in the n-1, V.txt words is minus one unit compared to those of the n.txt.
Further, each of the vocabularies m.txt retains the words which do not begin with
B, G, D, Z, ZH, and the rest form the mD.txt vocabulary. The algorithm C must
be employed on the n-1, V.txt after it has worked with n-1.txt ; and after m.txt work
with mD.txt accordingly. The correct result is provided by employing the principle
of minimum DTW-distance. In case when the expected voicing did not happen, the
corresponding recognized word will be found not in the n-1, V.txt vocabulary but in
the n.txt vocabulary.

The recorded signal largely controls the selection lists for partial recognition vocab-
ularies generated from the total vocabulary.

3 Conclusions

The proof of the reliability of the proposed method is our program (that allows typing
in some phrases as texts via a special window) which automatically creates files (1),
thus enabling one to recognize continuous speech, changing words and their order ar-
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bitrarily, within the frame of the total composed vocabulary. As a rule, the result is
a hundred percent recognition. Experimenting on larger vocabularies, we recognized
ADJECTIVE - NOUN pairs up to several hundreds of nouns and adjectives of high-
est frequency, recorded by the Russian language frequency dictionary [20]. In these
experiments, the correct recognition is over 90%.
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